
Meeting Report

December 7, 2017

Eleven members attended the meeting.  

Themes versus Assignments

As mentioned in the meeting report for November16, 2017, we have been using themes to give members a target for their 
photography.  Now we are going to move to doing assignments, following the ideas of photographer Ted Forbes, the 
inspiration behind The Art of Photography.  You can see many of his videos on You Tube.

Forbes is a firm believer in using assignments to help photographers expand and hone their creative eye.  He has already 
posted eight assignments and has followed each up with a video featuring many of the photographs that his followers have 
submitted.  The fact that you can see such a wide variety of photos, each a response to the same assignment, is invaluable as
a learning tool.

The easiest way to understand our new approach is to watch Ted explain it.  He does so in the following videos:

1. The Photo Assignment ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ds-8iOD69hs )
2. Let's Talk Photo Assignments ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6hbato-dDI )
3. Introducing – Photo Assignments 
(https://www.youtube.com/watchv=JB0rtvtmdF8&index=15&list=PLGEE7pGLuppQQHQEGclQqCYSz6aJU8Uof )

4. Photographer's Sketchbooks ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjdBm7dy9D8 )

So, your assignment, to be done by January 4th, 2018, is:

• Start up your own Photographer's Sketchbook – I suggest using an 8 1/2 x 11 size school notebook.
• Take 10 - 15 photos of your favourite subject (as described by Ted) and print some of them and paste them into 

your sketchbook.

If you need more clarification, look at what Ted is doing: ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yh5vm6J3-rI ).  In general, 
you can learn more about this whole approach by searching YouTube's list of Ted Forbes videos using the keyword 
assignment.

We will talk more at our January meeting.  Meanwhile, happy snappin'!

We looked at 22 photos, provided by: Alamaz Durand, Derek Chambers, Diane Hopp, Doug Boyce, and Kevin Haggkvist.  
All the photos can be found under Recent Photos on the BLPG website (http://bridgelakephotogroup.com ) as well as on 
each photographer's showcase page.  We critiqued each photo as it was shown, experimenting with different looks. This is 
very instructive in a positive way.  Thanks to all the photographers for their photos and to all the attendees for their 
participation in this collective learning exercise.

Next meeting (first of 2018): Thursday, January 4, 2018.
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